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BlockAid is an acoustically treated and 
tuned focus booth offering a high degree of 
both audio and visual privacy. 

It is a space from which activities relying 
on the spoken word can be undertaken 
with much reduced noise impact on the 
larger office space and much improved 
privacy. 
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ACOUSTICS The enclosed space created by the shape of BlockAid causes an increase in sound pressure levels: BlockAid is deemed to be a “quarter-space”. 
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PRIVACY IMPROVEMENT
BlockAid has been acoustically tested and shows a notable increase in privacy for the user by substantially reducing 

what can be deciphered or understood by those on the outside.

Privacy Improvement
Reduction in speech clarity for outsiders (phone and Skype calls)

Testing was done in a simulated office environment. 

Expect better results in an open plan setting.

Test Setting:

• Reflective ceiling

• Walls adjacent and in front of BlockAid unit (both  

 have a negative impact on sound reduction)
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REDUCED DISTRACTION
In tests BlockAid has shown a notable reduction in distraction for the user. This is achieved by reducing the ingress of 

sound from the surrounding environment due to the high level of sound isolation incorporated in the design.

Loudness Reduction
Reduction in ingress of sound intensity (focus work and concentration)

Testing was done in a simulated office environment. 

Expect better results in an open plan setting.

Test Setting:

• Reflective ceiling

• Walls adjacent and in front of BlockAid unit (both  

 have a negative impact on sound reduction)
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CONFIGURATIONS BlockAid is freestanding unit but can be grouped and linked together to form larger clusters.

Optimal Configuration Optimal Configuration

Side by Side Configuration

Highly Effective Configuration Highly Effective Configuration

Side by Side Configuration
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